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Foreword

ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) and IEC (the International Electrotechnical Commission) together form a system for worldwide standardization as a whole. National bodies that are members of ISO or IEC participate in the development of International Standards through technical committees established by the respective organization to deal with particular fields of technical activity. ISO and IEC technical committees collaborate in fields of mutual interest. Other international organizations, governmental and non-governmental, in liaison with ISO and IEC, also take part in the work.

In the field of information technology, ISO and IEC have established a joint technical committee, ISO/IEC JTC 1. Draft International Standards adopted by the joint technical committee are circulated to national bodies for approval before their acceptance as International Standards. They are approved in accordance with procedures requiring at least 75% approval by the national bodies voting.

International Standard ISO/IEC 12119 was prepared by Joint Technical Committee ISO/IEC JTC 1, Information technology.
1 Scope

This International Standard is applicable to software packages. Examples are text processors, spreadsheets, database programs, graphics packages, programs for technical or scientific functions, and utility programs.

It establishes

- requirements for software packages (quality requirements);
- instructions on how to test a software package against these requirements (instructions for testing, in particular for third party testing).

It deals only with software packages as offered and delivered. It does not deal with their production process (including activities and intermediate products, e.g. specifications). The quality system of a supplier is outside the scope of this International Standard.

NOTE - Some software needs additional requirements, e.g. safety-critical software.

The intended users of this International Standard include

a) suppliers when

1) specifying requirements for a software package;

2) designing a form to describe products;

3) assessing their own products;

4) issuing declarations of conformity [ISO/IEC Guide 22];

5) applying for certificates or marks of conformity [ISO/IEC Guide 23];

b) certification bodies which may wish to establish a third party certification scheme (international, regional or national) [ISO/IEC Guides 16, 28 and 44];

c) testing laboratories which will have to follow the instructions for testing when testing for a certificate or a mark of conformity [ISO/IEC Guide 25];

d) accreditation bodies for accrediting certification bodies and testing laboratories [ISO/IEC Guides 40 and 58];

e) auditors of testing laboratories when assessing their competence [ISO/IEC Guide 58];

f) buyers who may

1) compare their requirements with those described here;

2) compare the requirements for the intended work task with the information in product descriptions of existing products;

3) look for certified products;

4) check otherwise if the requirements are met;

f) users who may profit from better products.